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Abstract: In the present research, Stopping Sight Distance
(SSD) adequacy is assessed through a three-dimensional
approach, which associates road visibility in terms of grade
effect. SSD adequacy is controlled through the difference
between the available and the required SSD. The research is
focused on a right turned, two lane rural road, associated with
a crest vertical curve for a given speed value. The road design is
in accordance with the Greek Road Design Guidelines (OMOE-X,
2001) by utilizing the control design parameters for a design
speed of 80km/h and a wide range of grade values, where the
vertex point of the crest vertical curve is positioned at fixed
points along the road axis. The investigation is based on a
vehicle speed exceeding the design speed by 20km/h. In total
1874 cases of compound alignments were examined and the
results revealed that the available sight distance is decreasing
while grade increases. The vehicle speed on the tangent sections
was proved unacceptable in terms of providing SSD adequacy.
However, it was found that SSD adequacy is granted when the
vertical vertex falls inside the circular arc of the curve’s
horizontal alignment, while the optimum area is defined shortly
before the horizontal vertex point.
Keywords: stopping sight distance, 3D road environment,
grade.

1. Introduction
The key objective of a road design is to achieve safety and traffic flow quality. The road geometric
parameters should be combined in such a way thus delivering a road environment that satisfies drivers’
needs as well as expectations in terms of safety with a fairly constant, low mental workload. The
parameter, among others, which constitutes the road alignment predictable and determines a driver’s
decision, is sight distance, or in other words the road area exposed at any time in the driver’s field of
vision.
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The minimum Sight Distance known as Stopping Sight Distance (SSD) is a highway geometric
design control of fundamental importance. As far as safety is concerned, SSD must be provided at every
point along the road surface since it directly affects the design values of critical road elements such as
vertical curvatures (crest and sag) as well as the middle ordinate values, due to roadside obstacles, on
left curved divided highways and right curved sections of two lane rural roads.
The objective of the present research is to determine SSD adequacy in a three-dimensional road
environment, where the roadway’s grade impact is investigated. The suggested approach ensures far
more accurate results, compared to current practice where SSD adequacy is assessed through a separate
and independent evaluation process in horizontal and vertical alignment respectively. More specifically,
for a given horizontal road geometry, the authors, in terms of SSD adequacy, intend to assess the effect
of the crest vertical curve’s vertex arrangement.

2. SSD determination on 3D road environment
In highway engineering, under the similar lighting conditions, the following two SSD values are
reported:
 SSDREQUIRED related with the ability of the vehicle to reach stop condition and depends on
o the road, in terms of geometry
o the driver, in terms of perception – reaction utilization
o the vehicle, in terms of provided dynamic characteristics
 SSDAVAILABLE associated with the frontal sight field visible to the driver during daytime conditions
and depends on
o the roadside environment (roadside obstacles)
o road geometry
SSD adequacy is granted when:
SSDREQUIRED ≤ SSDAVAILABLE
According to existing design policies the required SSD consists of two distance components: the
distance traveled during driver’s perception – reaction time to the instant the brakes are applied
(usually the time value is between 2.0sec – 2.5sec) and the distance while braking to stop the vehicle.
However the above approach ignores curved areas of both horizontal and vertical alignment,
since, on one hand, the portion of friction provided in the longitudinal direction, assigned to serve the
braking process, is associated directly to the friction demanded laterally (Krempel, 1965), and on the
other, the grade values involved in vertical curves are variable. In the present paper, the required SSD
determination was based on a previous research (Mavromatis et al., 2012), where the above parameters
were taken under consideration.
The SSD adequacy analysis is based on either 2-D or 3-D models. The 2-D SSD investigation is
rather fragmentary and may produce design deficiencies due to inaccurate calculation of the available
sight distance, where even more critical situations might occur. This concern has been identified by
many researchers in the past and a wide range of 2-D and 3-D approaches have been developed to
address the problem. One of the first researchers (Sanchez, 1994) that assessed the available sight
distance on 3-D alignment studied the interaction between the sight distance and the 3-D combined
alignment idealized into a net of triangles.
Several years later, another researcher (Hassan et al., 1996), presented an analytical model for
computing available sight distance on combined horizontal and vertical highway alignments, using
parametric finite elements (4, 6 and 8-node rectangular elements as well as 3-node triangular elements)
to represent the highway and sight obstructions. The idea behind the proposed model is summarized in
checking the driver’s sight line, which is represented by a straight line between the driver’s eye and an
object, against all the possible sight obstructions, by using an iterative procedure.
In the past years, in order to evaluate the actual sight distance in real driving conditions, a number
of 3-D models are found in the literature (Moreno, 2010; García, 2004; Ismail & Sayed, 2007; Romero &
García, 2007; Yan et al., 2008; Zimmermann, 2005; DiVito & Cantisani, 2010). which base their
performance through the correlation between the road surface, the ground terrain and the roadside
environment aiming to optimize the available sight distance. Therefore, either new algorithms or design
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parameter combinations are introduced, ignoring in many cases the topographic visual restraints.
Moreover, none of the above-mentioned approaches suggested a comprehensive methodology to
simulate from a 3-D perspective concurrently both the cross-section design and the vehicle dynamics in
space during emergency braking conditions.
The objective of this work is to investigate SSD adequacy while utilizing control geometric
parameters based on Greek OMOE-X Design Guidelines (OMOE-X, 2001). The applied methodology is
based on identifying areas of interrupted vision lines between driver – obstacle being less than the
required distance necessary to bring the vehicle to a halt.
The available as well as required SSD values are defined through the difference of the road stations
between starting and ending points, assumed at any desired axis offset and equal to the distance
between the road’s centerline and, usually, half of the examined lane width. The above process,
illustrated on the flow chart of Figure 1, is incorporated in H12 (NTUA, 2012) road design software.
Figure 1: Flowchart of SSD adequacy investigation

3. SSD adequacy investigation on 3D road environment
3.1 Road and vehicle parameter selection and outputs
The investigation was performed on a right curved, two lane rural road, for the same horizontal
and vertical geometry where the investigation was limited on the road surface environment.
The selection of the particular road class was due to the extremely critical situations that may rise
in cases of compound alignments, where the preceding horizontal curve is hidden due to road’s vertical
profile (Moreno, 2010; FGSV, 2008). Such case represents an unsuccessful geometric design in 3D road
environment, although the two-dimensional approach delivers SSD adequacy.
Although a single horizontal alignment is associated with a single vertical alignment, a number of
alignment combinations accrue by positioning (‘sliding’) the vertex of the crest vertical curve at fixed
distances along the horizontal alignment. Moreover, by utilizing the same vertical curvature rate with
various preceding and succeeding grade values a large number of combinations accrue for each station
of the vertical vertex on the horizontal alignment.
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The SSD adequacy investigation is carried out for a design speed of 80km/h and the relevant
control geometric parameters based on OMOE-X Design Guidelines; namely:
 R = 280m (horizontal radius)
 L = 40m (length of horizontal transition curve)
 Hk = 4500m (crest vertical curvature rate)
 srange ±1% up to ±7%, (grade range)
The typical cross section was selected b2 type (OMOE-X, 2001), [lane + outer shoulder width =
3.75m + 0.25m (per direction of travel)]. On the other hand, the cross slope was set to 7.0% and 2.5%
on the circular arc and tangents areas respectively.
Furthermore, the investigation was based on vehicle speed 80+20km/h since such an excess is an
acceptable practice, at least from the OMOE-X design guidelines point of view. Finally, the deceleration
rate corresponding to the vehicle’s speed was d=3.4m/sec2, the driver’s perception – reaction time
2.0sec, and the driver and object heights were set to 1.06m and 0.50m respectively.
All possible grade combinations were utilized between ±1% up to ±7% on a 1% step basis, where
in order to classify the outputs more efficiently, the following cases were utilized:
• Case I, the preceding and succeeding grade values of the vertical curve were the same in terms
of absolute values
• Case II, the preceding and succeeding grade values of the vertical curve differed in terms of
absolute values
The vertical vertex was positioned along the horizontal alignment by 50m increment step
regardless the examined case. Based on the flowchart of Figure 1, the length of the total SSD breakdown
zone formed by the difference between SSDREQUIRED – SSDAVAILABLE was delivered in 3D road environment.
Figure 2 shows an example regarding SSD adequacy investigation on the above described 3D
compound road surface referring to 80+20km/h speed where for the same horizontal alignment, the
vertical vertex formed by s1=6.00%, s2=-6.00%, is positioned at St.700. The horizontal axis represents
the road stations where the horizontal and vertical curvatures are projected linearly. The vertical axis
illustrates two different SSD values corresponding to the stations of the compound alignment shown
horizontally; namely SSDREQUIRED (continuous line) and SSDAVAILABLE (dashed line). A closer look of Figure
2 reveals an under-design zone, located at the area where the continuous line (SSDREQUIRED) overlaps the
dashed one (SSDAVAILABLE). In terms of quantifying the SSD safety violation area between the SSD REQUIRED
and the SSDAVAILABLE, the total SSD breakdown zone, or in other words the length of hidden roadway to
the driver, is approximately 175m.
Figure 2: SSD adequacy investigation for a single compound alignment

Note: Vertical Vertex St.700, Start of Vertical Curve St.430 (700-270), End of Vertical Curve St.970
(700+270).
Figure 3 quantifies the SSD inadequacy for the entire grade values utilized in Case I, while Figure
4 shows the relevant findings for Case II. In both figures, the horizontal alignment is projected linearly
where, as already stated, the various lines are formed by “sliding” vertical vertex by 50m increment step.
For example, in Figure 3 (Case I), it can be seen that for s=±6% at station 700 of the horizontal alignment,
the difference between SSDREQUIRED – SSDAVAILABLE, is 175m approximately, as shown in Figure 2.
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Therefore, Figure 3 illustrates 269 different alignment arrangements (Case I), while 1605
alignment combinations were evaluated for Case II and are shown in Figure 4. However, due to the
density of lines assessed through Case II, Figure 4 illustrates the grade combinations for max grade
values up to ±5%. In both figures the areas of the horizontal transition curves are shaded in grey. In
other words, between the grey columns lies the circular arc projected linearly. It is obvious that areas
with SSD adequacy correspond to zero length of hidden roadway.
Figure 3: SSD adequacy investigation (Case I)

Figure 4: SSD adequacy investigation (Case II)
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3.2 Results analysis
In both Figure 3 and Figure 4 it can be seen that as the vertical vertex approaches the horizontal
curve area, the SSD inadequacy length, formed by the difference between SSDREQUIRED – SSDAVAILABLE
decreases, thus reducing the SSD breakdown zone. This finding confirms relevant suggestions of the
Green Book (AASHTO, 2011) where it is stressed that in order SSD provision to be granted, the vertical
curve should be entirely designed inside the horizontal curve. More or less, similar suggestions are
provided through the Spanish Design Guidelines (Ministerio de Fomento, 2000) as well, where the
desired horizontal – vertical curve arrangement is reached when the vertical crest curve falls completely
inside the horizontal curve including spirals.
Another crucial finding, in both figures, is the fact that when the SSD adequacy evaluation is
examined at the tangent area of the horizontal alignment, without the impact of the vertical curvature,
the safety violation in terms of SSD inadequacy reaches its peak values. This means that the excess of
the design speed by 20km/h delivers critical safety considerations on tangents, and as a result, a lower
posted speed is required at least when designing based on the control values associated to the speed of
80km/h.
However, certain areas with abrupt value alterations just after the horizontal curve, refer to the
existence of more than one overlapping zones between SSDREQUIRED and SSDAVAILABLE values (Mavromatis
et al., 2012).
The SSD breakdown zone areas, once again in both figures, seem rather symmetrical to a vertical
axis just before the horizontal vertex (mid-point of the horizontal arc). This finding confirms a relevant
research study (Moreno, 2010), according to which the location of the vertical midpoint that maximizes
available sight distance is located before the horizontal vertex.

3.3 SSD adequacy
SSD provision is an essential requirement during road design. Therefore, the assessed alignment
arrangements with SSD adequacy for both Case I and Case II are shown through Figure 5. The alignment,
in order to be more easily overviewed, is once again projected linearly. In Figure 5, the alignments
referring to Case II are further separated to the ones where the absolute value of the maximum grade
refers to upgrade (Case II A) and downgrade (Case II B) conditions respectively
The grade values of ±1% referring to Case I are not shown, since all the examined alignments with
such vertical geometry were found safe in terms of SSD provision.
Figure 5 once again confirms the empirical suggestions of the Green Book (AASHTO, 2011), as well
as the relevant Spanish Design Guidelines (Ministerio de Fomento, 2000), according to which SSD
adequacy is granted when the vertical curvature falls inside the horizontal curve.
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Figure 5: SSD adequacy areas

4. Conclusions
The present paper investigates, in terms of SSD provision, the impact of crest vertical geometry,
against a right curved road section of a two-lane rural road. The road geometry was based on control
values referring to a design speed of 80km/h, where the vehicle speed exceeded the design speed by
20km/h.
Although a single alignment in terms of absolute geometry values was utilized, the positioning of
the vertical vertex at fixed distances along the horizontal alignment, and moreover, the various
preceding and succeeding grade values assessed for the same vertical curvature rate, delivered a large
number of alignment combinations.
As far as the tangent sections are concerned, the vehicle speed on the tangent sections was proved
unacceptable in terms of providing SSD adequacy. The results regarding areas with SSD provision
revealed compatible findings compared to empirical considerations, according to which the road’s
vertical curve should be contained within the curve of the horizontal alignment.
Furthermore, it was found that SSD adequacy is granted when the vertical vertex falls inside the
circular arc of the curve’s horizontal alignment, while the optimum area is defined shortly before the
horizontal vertex point.
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The present work is a trigger for further investigation and is indicative of the size and depth of
analysis required to assess SSD adequacy investigation in three-dimensional road environment.
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